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The purpose of the project: 

Covers the period from the earliest times in the history of Uzbek literature to the XIII century The 

textbooks are relatively old, they are given in accordance with the requirements of the time The 

inconsistency of the data to the present day into a single monograph covering all periods created 

the need. Due to this need, the project was organized in a planned manner. He left it to himself 

"Study of Turkish written sources from ancient times to the XIII century" monograph on each 

progressive principle; the oldest written that has been identified and analyzed and researched the 

lighting function was determined based on the sources. Sources obtained during scientific trips in 

our country, neighboring republics and abroad The presentation of scientific and theoretical 

conclusions based on the research will be published on the basis of the project topic is the main 

purpose of the monograph. For this purpose, the sources found are foreign scholars views and 

opinions of the members of the scientific group are summarized. (Text of 150-200 words). 

Brief description of the project: 

Turkic-runic stone inscriptions, in particular, are ancient inscriptions of stone inscriptions found 

in Uzbekistan The importance of literature, folklore, in general, for the spiritual and enlightenment 

process is enormous It should be noted. The project is primarily focused on the Stone inscription 

found in Uzbekistan attention is drawn. Opinions are expressed on the general condition of these 

stones, their decipherment. In deciphering the Stone inscription, of course, along with the 

principles of reading, the meanings of the words attention is also required. If there are several 

editions of the inscriptions in different places, it is also necessary to compare publications and find 

out in what sense the decoders used the words will be Studies in ancient Turkish written sources 

from the ancient times to the XIII century interesting information about language, culture, 

worldview that has not been known in science so far is determined. This information is studied in 

a step-by-step manner, in the form of a holistic monograph consists of publishing. (Text of 150-

200 words). 

Expected result: 

The sources obtained as the object of research are from the point of view of folklore and folklore 

studies to be studied on the basis of a new approach to a new qualitative stage of literature and 

folklore obviously There is also a study of Stone inscription, in particular, Stone inscription found 

in Uzbekistan conducting scientific research is of great importance for the science of philology. 1 

monograph on the history of Uzbek literature by the project members (prof.N. Rakhmonov's 

monograph "Nourished by history" is considered; volume 7 b.t .; on the subject of the project 118 

pages of research have been completed and included in the monograph), more than 50 scientific 

articles have been published. This the main part of the monograph is based on the research and 

analysis of Turkish written and oral sourcesis distinguished by. The general content of the goals 

and objectives set out in the project is “Ancient Study of Turkish Written Sources from the Period 



to the 13th Century ” is relevant and has sufficient scientific potential to do so. From the 

monograph published as a result of the project, not only nationwide, but also foreign scientific 

institutions, universities as an additional methodological guide in the educational process expected 

to be used. (Text of 150-200 words) 

Scope of application: 

Monograph Higher education philological faculties, literary scholars, doctoral students and is a 

valuable resource for researchers. Also will have valuable information about the folklore traditions 

of the Uzbek people. (100-150 words consists of text). 

Carrying out the project: 

     PZ-20170927147 for the period 2017-2020 - “From ancient times to the XIII century In the 

framework of the scientific-practical project for the publication of the monograph "Study of 

Turkish written sources" prepared. During the project 1 textbook, 1 collection, 3 monographs were 

published. 

     The article has been published in more than 10 international journals. 

      Articles in more than 30 local journals, more than 60 national and international conferences 

announced 

 


